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THEORY OF THE EM DRIVE IN TM MODE BASED ON MACH-LORENTZ THEORY

Jean–Philippe Montillet
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale
Lausanne, Switzerland
Various theories have recently emerged to explain the anomalous thrust generated by the controversial EM Drive [1,2]. This work proposes a model based on the theory of the Mach-Lorentz
thruster [3]. The thrust is generated by the combination between the Lorentz force and the
Woodward e↵ect [4]. The development has been facilitated due the discussions with Dr. José
Rodal and Prof. Heidi Fearn. In addition, our approach is only based on the results from the
experiments in TM mode released by the NASA Eagleworks group [5,6]. The purpose of this
communication is to improve our model using feedback from scientists and to some extends with
the EM Drive community in order to point out weaknesses on some of our assumptions and to
plan future campaigns of experimental tests.
1. OVERVIEW
Since the first experiment at the beginning of this new millennium, the EM Drive has been the focus
of many critics from scientists and engineers. In addition, public debates have also contributed in casting
doubts on this possible technology. However, the latest tests and measurements by various academics [7]
and government agencies [5], which should have dismissed this technology once and for all, have confirmed
the anomalous thrust generated by this device. This latest development has sparked new interests for this
device, which could play a critical role in space exploration of our solar system [8]. Nevertheless, the ultimate
goal remains the creation of a model of the EM Drive supporting the experiments.
In the last two decades, various theories have emerged to understand the thrust generated by the EM
Drive. The author in [1] or [2] developed a theory based on the di↵erence of radiation pressure forces on
the end plates of the cavity. More recently, an explanation of the anomalous thrust has been supported by
the introduction of the Unruh radiation [9]. Another theory [10] attempts to model this exotic propulsion
engine based on the emission of paired photons expulsed through the cavity end walls and generating the
recorded thrust. In [11], the thrust is the result of a man-made gravitational field gradient taking place
inside the cavity. Other emerging theories can be found online. Among all those theories, we are here only
interested in the application of the theory of the Mach-Lorentz thruster (MLT) [3] to the EM Drive. Note
that the MLT is also called Mach E↵ect Gravitational Assist-drive (MEGA-drive). This theory is based
on the Lorentz force coupled to the Woodward e↵ect [12] in order to explain the anomalous thrust. The
Woodward e↵ect relies on the Mach’s principle, which defines inertia within general relativity theory [13], and
demonstrates that inertia is caused by the gravitational interaction between an object and massive bodies
in the distant universe. The Woodward e↵ect describes a way to extract a linear force from an accelerating
object which is undergoing internal deformation and mass-energy fluctuations. Momentum is conserved
via the gravitational field. Experiments with capacitors and piezoelectric materials have reproduced the
Woodward e↵ect in laboratory environment [4].
Our model assumes that each element constituting the EM cavity (frustum), namely the two end plates and
the conical wall, responds independently to the EM waves propagating inside the cavity and reflected on the
walls. Each element is modelled with a capacitor in series with a resistance and in parallel with an inductor.
The capacitor models the EM excitation phenomenon from the waves reflecting on the end plates in TM
modes. Thus, the assumptions are from the EM excitation: creating surface currents on the surface of the
walls; generating an EM energy density ”stored” in the skin layer of the copper end plates (e.g., evanescent
waves [14]). The capacitor charges and discharges instantaneously due to the creation and dissipation of the
charges. If the capacitor is related to the EM excitation mostly due to the electric field, the inductor is then
modelling the EM excitation with the magnetic field via the Eddy (Foucault) currents phenomenon [15]. The
Eddy currents are loops of electrical currents induced within conductors by a changing magnetic field in the
conductor, hence generated when the vector field and the cavity walls are intersecting. While the capacitor
and inductor model two di↵erent phenomena, the additional strong assumption is that the capacitor should
be the dominant e↵ect when the electric field is perpendicular to the wall. However, if the electric field is
parallel to the wall or if something prevents the EM excitation on the wall, the inductor should then be the
dominant model. For example, when inserting some dielectric (e.g., High-density polyethylene (HDPE)) to
one end (e.g., small end plate), it could prevent (partially) the creation of electric charges on this particular
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wall. The electric field is more attenuated than the magnetic field when passing through the dielectric field
(i.e. electrical insulator properties [16]). Thus, we model this phenomenon by increasing the resistance in
series with the capacitor.
Now, the current propagating at the interior surface of the conical wall (between the two end plates) is also
going through the magnetic field generated inside the cavity, hence resulting in a Lorentz force. This force
is the result of the integration on the whole interior surface. However, this force alone cannot be responsible
for any movement of the cavity due to the conservation of momentum as explained further in this document.
Secondly, the MLT model is based on the assumption that the Woodward e↵ect is generating the thrust
and it is triggered by the Lorentz force. The variation of mass described in [4] is driven by the variation of
EM energy density in the skin layer of the copper wall. Thus, the assumption is that the Woodward e↵ect
mostly relies on the capacitor model of the cavity wall.
The next sections describe the various steps of this model based on the TM010 simulations and experiments
[6, 22, 27]. It is worth emphasizing that for TM010 we use the cylinder terminology for this mode shape
since there is no universal convention for mode shape terminology for a truncated cone. Notice that for a
truncated cone the electromagnetic field in the axial direction is not constant.
In order to facilitate the understanding of the overall model, an analogy between electrical circuits and
Newtonian mechanics is made. We must state clearly that there are two di↵erent mechanisms which can be
modelled with an RLC circuit in this work. The first mechanism is the response to the EM excitation of
each element composing the cavity which basically explains two phenomena described above: Eddy currents
from the magnetic field, and the surface current from the electric field. The second analogy with the RLC
circuit is used to explain the anomalous thrust by modelling the whole cavity. This model is fully developed
in the following sections. However, our analogy does not relate to the well-known model of a specific EM
cavity with an RLC circuit used in the analysis of the EM properties. Readers interested in this analogy
can refer to [17].

2. SOME EQUATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
2.1 Modelisation of the Three Steps: Electro-mechanics and Gravitational Coupling (EMG)
RC circuit

Let us first assume that there is no force or no thrust acting on the cavity. The electric field is exciting the
end plates, and parallel to the conical wall (e.g., [18] or [19]). The capacitor models the EM excitation via
the electric field on the end plates. Thus, the capacitor charges and discharges instantaneously due to the
creation and dissipation of the charges by EM excitation on the surface of the end plates. The EM cavity
can then be modelled as two capacitors in series charging/discharging instantaneously. Taking into account
the dissipation intrinsic to the conductor properties, the cavity can be modelled such as a RC circuit. The
equations read:
q
=0
C
q
R@t q +
=0
C
Ri +

q(t) ⇠ q0 exp (

t
)
RC

(1)

q0 is the charge at t = 0. The equation of the charge q(t) shows that the dissipation of the initial charge
q0 during the discharge time ⌧ = RC. That is why we can understand it such as a switch on- switch o↵ of
the capacitor. To evaluate the discharge time ⌧ , one can write the conservation of charge equation at the
surface of the plates.
Let us consider the density of the charge ⇢(t), the conductivity of the copper

and its permittivity ✏r ,
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then [14],
@t ⇢(t) + div~j = 0
~ + div E
~ =0
@t ✏r ✏0 E
✏r ✏0 @t V +
V =0
V (t) ⇠ V0 exp (

✏r ✏0

t)
(2)

The discharge time ⌧ equal ✏r ✏0 or 6 ⇤ 8.85e 12/5.85e7 ⇠ 1e 18s (values from [20]). Note that we assume
~ = rV
~ (no magnetic potential). V0 is the potential at t = 0 before the
at the surface of the plate E
discharge. Now in order to evaluate the potential over the whole copper end plate, we integrate on the whole
surface S. The di↵erence of potential between the two end plates (without dielectric or HDPE insert) is
then DV = (S1 S2 )V0 exp ( ✏r ✏0 t). Within the frustum model, S is equal to ⇡r2 (r the radius of the end
plate). With the insertion of the HDPE (or dielectric) on the end with surface S2 , the di↵erence of potential
is then equal to DV ⇠ S1 V0 exp ( ✏r ✏0 t). Now, the Eddy currents generated on the conical wall due to the
perpendicular magnetic field, compete with the current propagating from the di↵erence of electric potential
~ B
~
between the end plates (from large to small end plate). The direction of the Eddy currents depends on curl
~ B
~ = µ0~j, with µ0 the permeability of the vacuum and ~j the Eddy currents).
(see the Maxwell equation curl
The two currents propagate in opposite directions in the TM010 scenario. In addition, the Eddy currents
may have a larger amplitude than the other current propagating on the conical wall.
In the first step, the main assumption is the creation of charges at the surface of the end plates
in TM mode.
The acceleration of the cavity due to the Lorentz force

The second step is when a force is generated acting on the cavity. The current propagates inside the
magnetic field, and thus triggering a Lorentz force FLo . As previously said, this current can be either the
Eddy current or the current induced by the di↵erence of electrical potential between the two end plates. Let
us assume that an alternative current (AC) is propagating between the two end plates. In terms of circuit
analogy, the cavity is now a RLC circuit with an induced electromotive force ":
q
Ri + + L@t i " = 0
(3)
C
L@t i is equivalent to the mechanical action of the cavity getting accelerated (or m@t v in classical mechanics
(Newton’s second law), m the mass of the cavity and v the speed). " can be expressed such as " = @t B (t),
with B (t) the magnetic flux through the copper conical wall surface [14]. In classical mechanics (i.e. Newton
second law), when projecting the forces on the Z-axis ( see Figure 1 ), the equation (3) becomes:
m@t2 z = ↵@t z

Kz + FLo

(4)

where ↵@t z is the dissipative force due to the resistivity of the copper when the current propagates. Note
that the force due to the weight of the cavity is perpendicular to the axis onto we project the forces and the
Z-axis direction is toward the small end plate.
Let us estimate the Lorentz force applied to one electron (with charge qe and speed ve ) moving through
~ at the surface of the conical wall
the magnetic field B
~
F~Lo = qe v~e ⇥ B

⇥ is the vectorial product. Using the convention in [18] and [19], the magnetic field is parallel to the conical
~ = B u . The apex angle of the
wall with only a component on the surface of the azimuth direction B
frustum is defined as 2✓w . The expression of the force on the Z-axis is then F~L o:
F~Lo = qe ve B sin (✓w )uz
~ of the conical wall. If we assume that the
The displacement of the electrons is collinear to the unit length dl
number density of electrons in copper is nCu , dS the unit surface, then we can estimate the force over dl
F~Lo = nCu ve dSdlB sin (✓w )uz
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Let us assume the current with an amplitude dI0 = nCu ve dS. Then the Lorentz force per unit of length dl
is:
F~Lo = dI0 dlB sin (✓w )uz

(5)

Using the axis as defined in Figure (and the same as in [19]), (5) becomes:
F~Lo = dI0 B0 exp(j(!t

Kz)) cos (✓w ) sin (✓w )dzuz

(6)

Note that the amplitude of the magnetic field at the surface of the conical wall is not constant and depends
on the TM mode. In TM010, the experiments carried out by the NASA Eagleworks group, B0 is constant in
azimuthal plane [6, 27], but not on the Z-axis. Thus, the Lorentz force can vary while the current propagates
from one end to the other.
dI0 can be integrated over the whole azimuth plane, but there is an assumption to be made: do we consider
the current propagating over the whole thickness of the copper sheet, or just over an elementary part of it?
It is important to underline that we are here using a simpel model of the Lorentz force applied to free charges
in a conductor. However, because surface charges are distributed over some infinitesimal depth, and those
~ In other
charges at greater depths are shielded by the others and therefore see a smaller electric field E.
words, the electric field created by the displacment of those charges decreases in amplitude with the depth in
the conductor. Moreover, we did not take into account the possible e↵ect of Kelvin polarization forces [21].
Note that (4) is only stated for a pedagogical point of view, because a creation of thrust from this equation
is prevented by the momentum conservation principle (i.e. special relativity).
In the second step, the main assumption is the current propagating at the surface of the conical
wall inside the cavity, hence generating the Lorentz Force.
Generating the thrust

The last step is the triggering of the Woodward e↵ect generating the thrust. Basically, it is the introduction
of @t z@t m into equation (4). As previously mentioned, the variation of mass of the cavity is due to the
Woodward e↵ect applied to the EM energy density stored in the skin layer of the copper end plate(s). Thus,
the Woodward e↵ect is mostly associated with the capacitor model and not the inductor for each element
of the cavity, hence introducing a dielectric should reduce it. In TM010 mode, the e↵ect should take place
mostly on the end plates. Recalling the Woodward e↵ect takes place only if the cavity is accelerated while
the energy inside the cavity is fluctuating [4]. The variation of mass is translated into the equation [4],
⇢0 (t) =

1
1 2
[
@ U0
4⇡G ⇢0 c2 t

(

1 2
) (@t U0 )2 ]
⇢0 c2

(7)

U0 is the energy of the system, ⇢0 is the transient mass source, and c speed of light. Considering a rest
energy E, energy of the frustum at rest, including all the particles within the frustum with no EM excitation,
one can state the famous Einstein’s relationship in special relativity between E and the rest mass ⇢, E = ⇢c2 .
In Appendix III, we justify the assumption that the variation with time of E equal the variation of EM
energy density with the capacitor model. The variation of EM energy in the copper end plate (skin layer) is
expressed with du ( see Appendix I,(19)). The Woodward e↵ect in (7) can then be rewritten
⇢(t) =

1
1
[ 2 @t2 u
4⇡G ⇢c

(

1 2
) (@t u)2 ]
⇢c2

(8)

The author in [4] calls @t2 U0 the impulse engine, and (@t U0 )2 the wormhole. In the next section, we discuss
the quantities @t2 u and @t u and possible explanations in terms of EM theory. Note that the reader can find
the rigorous derivation of (8) (based on [4]) with the assumptions of replacing the input power with the
electromagnetic energy density in the appendices.
Finally, we assume that the Woodward e↵ect creates a variation of mass (mass density) independently for
each end plate when considering E as the rest energy for one end plate in order to obtain (8). Let us then
define:
- @t ⇢L : variation of mass at large end plate
- @t ⇢S : variation of mass at small end plate
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with @t m = @t ⇢L

@t ⇢S. (4) becomes
m@t2 z + @t z(@t ⇢L

@t ⇢S) = ↵@t z

Kz + FLo

(9)

One needs to underline that the terms ↵@t z and Kz are intrinsic to the cavity parameters (i.e. resistivity,
dimension), whereas the thrust or acceleration of the cavity (m@t2 z) depends on the Lorentz force FLo and the
relativistic terms coming from the Woodward e↵ect @t z(@t ⇢L @t ⇢S). One can underline that @t ⇢L @t ⇢S
can be interpreted as the Woodward e↵ect created independently on each end plate with opposite direction
(towards the outside of the cavity). Finally, the measurable thrust in the MLT comes from (9) which results
from the coupling between the Lorentz force and the Woodward e↵ect. Note that (9) sums up our model of
the MLT.
In the last step, we assume that the Lorentz force triggers the Woodward e↵ect in order to
generate the anomalous thrust.

2.2 Variation of electromagnetic energy density
This section looks at numerical estimation of the EM energy density in the skin layer of the copper end
plates.

Evanescent Waves in Copper Walls and Numerical Estimation

As seen in the previous section, the surface surcharges disappeared as soon as they are created (with
~ and charge conservation equation, we have ⌧relax = ✏0 ⇠ 10 18 s ⇠ 0). Note that in the
~j = Cu E
Cu
following ✏ = ✏r ✏0 and µ = µr µ0 as previously defined. We can then state the Maxwell equations at the
surface of the copper wall end plates,
~ tot ⇠ 0,
div E
~
~ tot = @t B
~ tot ,
curlE
~ tot = 0,
div B
~
~ tot = µ✏@t E
~ tot + µ
curlB

~
Cu Etot ,

The wave equation is then [14]:
~ tot = µ✏@t2 E
~ tot + µ
E

9
>
>
=
>
>
;

~

Cu @t Etot

(10)

p
~ = E~0 ei(!t ~k.~r) (i =
Assuming that the solution is a planar wave of the type E
1), and knowing that on the
~ 0 = E0 ei(!t krcos✓) ~ur
end plates the electric field is only a radial component in TM mode (see [19]), then E
in spherical coordinates. One should expect by replacing it in the wave equation (10), the equation for the
wavelength [14]
k 2 = µ✏! 2
2

iµ

2

k = µ✏! (1

i

Cu !
Cu

!✏

)

In the good conductors such as copper, one can make the assumtion [14] that
k 2 = µ!( i
k = (1

i)

(11)
Cu

!✏0

>> 1. Thus, (11) becomes

Cu )

r

Cu µ!

2

(12)

Which ends up in an evanescent wave taking into account the real (k1 ) and imaginary part (k2 ) of the
~ = E0 e k1 rcos✓ ei(!t k2 rcos✓) ~ur . Now, we can estimate the energy density of the EM field
wavelength, E
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< w >=< uE > + < uB > with

Z
✏Cu 2⇡
Re{E.E ⇤ }dt
2⇡ 0
Z
✏0 n⌧r
< uE > =
Re{E.E ⇤ }dt
2⇡ 0
Z
✏0 n⌧r 2 2k1 r 2
< uE > =
E0 e
cos (!t k2 rcos✓)dt
2⇡ 0
n⌧r ✏0 2 2k1 rcos✓
< uE > ⇠
E0 e
(13)
2⇡
we assume that the Evanescent waves are created by the surface charges only during the relaxation time as
explained above. ⌧r is part of relaxation time ⌧rel when the charges create the surface current. In the 2⇡
average interval, there is n⌧r (n⌧r << 1) . In the remaining time we consider the integral null. The first
derivative of the EM energy density for the electric field is
Z
✏0 2⇡
< @ t uE > =
Re{2E.@t E ⇤ }dt
2⇡ 0
Z
✏0 2! n⌧rel 2 2k1 r
< @ t uE > =
E0 e
sin(!t k2 r)cos(!t k2 r)dt
2⇡ 0
n⌧rel !✏0 2 2k1 r
< @ t uE > ⇠
E0 e
2⇡
< @ t uE > ⇠ ! < u E >
(14)
< uE > =

The same development can be applied to the second derivative
< @t2 uE > ⇠ 2! < @t uE >
n⌧rel 2! 2 ✏0 2 2k1 r
< @t2 uE > ⇠
E0 e
(15)
2⇡
~ E
~ = @t B.
~ Choosing a spherical coordinates referential
For the magnetic field, one can estimate with curl
(Figure),
1
@✓ E~u
r
~
= i! B
~ = ( k1 sin✓ (1
B
!

~ E
~ =
curl

i))E~u
(16)

In the same way we estimated < uE >, one can estimate the magnetic energy density
Z n⌧rel
1
< uB > =
Re{B.B ⇤ }dt
µ2⇡ 0
1 k1 sin✓ 2 2 2k1 rcos✓
< uB > ⇠
(
) E0 e
n⌧rel
µ⇡
!
< @t uB > ⇠ ! < u B >
< @t2 uB > ⇠ 2! 2 < uB >

(17)

However,
< uE >
✏ !2
⇠
< uB >
µ k12 sin2 ✓
2✏!
⇠ 2
>> 1
µ Cu

(18)

<uE >
Because <u
>> 1, the energy density of the EM field is mainly the contribution from the electric field.
B>
Finally, additional measurements on n can check the assumption on the order of magnitude of the EM energy
density.
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Simulations and Preliminary Results

In this section, simulations of the copper frustum in TM010 mode has been performed by Christian Ziep
using FEKO software [28]. The frustum is model as described in [22] and [27] without a dielectric insert. It
is orientated following the Z-axis with the direction pointing towards the small end plate. The dimension
of the cavity follows: 228.6 mm (height), 158.75 mm (diameter small end plate), 279.65 mm (diameter big
end plate). The antenna model is an electrical dipole placed in the middle of the cavity. The input power
is equal to 1W (30 dBm) with central frequency 0.9598 GHz and quality factor Q equal to 20.38. The
resonant frequency is then estimated at 1020 MHz. Figure 2(A) displays the magnetic field inside the cavity
perpendicular to the conical wall and parallel to the end plates as described in [18] and [19]. Figure 2(B)
displays the electric field perpendicular to the end plates.
Now, the surface currents on the cavity walls are simulated following the previous description. Figure 3
(A,B) display the amplitude of the electric (E) and magnetic fields (H) at the surface of the conical wall as
a function of the height; Figure 3 (C,D) the amplitude of the E and H-field at the surface of the small end
plate; and Figure 3 (E,F) the amplitude of the E and H fields at the surface of the large end plate. The
results show that the amplitude of the currents at the surface of the conical wall follows a gradient decreasing
with the increase of the height of the frustum. It is in agreement with the observations that both E and H
fields are larger (on average) at the surface of the large end than at the small end. Thus, the gradient of the
amplitude of the wall current accommodates with the amplitude of simulated E and H fields at the surface
of the end plates.
One assumption in our MLT model is the current propagating from large to small end plate due to the
di↵erence of electrical potential. In the simulations, the current at the surface of the conical wall propagates
towards the large end plate. Thus, it seems that those currents are Eddy currents generated by the H field.
As previously underlined, the Eddy currents could have higher amplitude than the one due to di↵erence of
electrical potential. This result underlines this phenomenon. In addition, the electric field at the surface of
the large end plate is higher than at the small end plate, which supports a greater EM excitation. Based
on our assumption that the Woodward e↵ect is directly related to the skin depth e↵ect taking place on the
cavity wall, this e↵ect should then be greater on the large end than on the small end. It has been shown in
[6] that, in this experiment, the anomalous thrust is towards the large end plate. This result is in agreement
with (9), assuming that the Woodward e↵ect displaces the cavity towards the large end due to ⇢L > ⇢S .
However, further study is required to understand the role of the Lorentz force taking place on the conical
wall in the amplitude of the anomalous thrust.
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This model was based on a few results on the TM010 mode (i.e. [5,6, 22, 27]) and preliminary simulations.
The study takes into account the EM excitation of each element of the cavity resulting in modelling them
with a capacitor with a resistance in series, and an inductor in parallel. Thus, two types of currents are then
taking into account: Eddy currents from transverse magnetic field and surface currents from electric field
excitation. It is then produced a surface currents (dI0 ) on the conical wall, hence creating a Lorentz force.
The last step of our model is the generation of thrust using the Woodward e↵ect. However, the thrust is only
produced by a coupling between the Lorentz force and the Woodward e↵ect from (9) in order to guarantee
momentum conservation principle. Only a careful analysis via simulations and experiments of the frustum
for a specific mode can quantify the contribution of those currents to the proposed model of the thrust.
The proposed model is just at an early development stage where many assumptions must be validated.
For example, the theory stands at the moment with those few points to check:
• Estimation of the currents on the cavity walls due to the electric and magnetic fields.

• On the need to estimate the AC current I0 on the conical wall and the Lorentz force F~Lo through
simulations and experiments with di↵erent scenarios (e.g., with and without HDPE).
• Better understanding of the coupling between the acceleration of the cavity due to F~Lo and the Woodward e↵ect.
• The variation of mass ⇢(t) in (8) with the first and second derivatives of the EM energy density.

Overall, our assumptions on this model have to be compared with the results from following experimentations.
One can underline
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• The model can be invalidated if there is still a non negligible thrust if we use superconductive materials
for the frustum in order to eliminate (or reduce drastically) all skin depth e↵ects on the cavity walls
(suggested by Prof. J. Woodward).
• The first and second steps of this model rely on standard EM theory. One needs to estimate the average
electric field at the surface of the end plates in order to get some measurements for the amplitude of
the di↵erence of electric potential (DV) and also to confirm the simulations.
Furthermore, at the time of writing this manuscript, NASA Eagleworks laboratory has released a full study
supporting the EM Drive generating a thrust in TM mode [5,6]. New experiments are planned to test the
TE mode, which can help supporting or not this model. We also acknowledge that some engineers have
recently carried out tests involving various new designs of the EM Drive showing successfully an anomalous
thrust. The TE mode is the next step in order to produce a complete MLT model of the EM Drive and its
anomalous thrust. To conclude, this new engine can be an example of EMG coupling if the presented model
is validated.
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Addendum I: Possible Mathematical Frame Work - the Energy Space Theory
We can formulate the variation of energy density at a higher order with a Taylor series development such
as:
du = @t u dt + @t2 u

dt2
+ o(dt2 )
2

(19)

o is the Landau notation to omit higher order quantities. Note that at the first order du
dt = @t u. Let us
consider a mathematical frame work from [23]. The higher order orders term are based on the assumptions
that the EM waves inside the skin layer of the copper end plate are functions in the Schwartz space S (R2 )
(S (R3 )in 2D, in S (R4 ) 3D considering also the time variable - see [23]). In addition, they are finite energy
function (i.e.following [23] and [24], L(E(xo, yo, zo, T )) < 1 at some given point in the skin layer defined by
the coordinates xo, yo, zo). Fortunately, these EM waves are evanescent waves [14]. In the last section of [23],
it is shown why these waves can be function of the Schwartz space S (R2 )(S (R3 ) or S (R4 ) respectively).
Now, using the Lemma 1 (e.g. [23]) and the model based on the energy space in [24], let us introduce the
subspace Ni (i in Z+ ) defined as
Ni = {g 2 S (R3 )| g = @ti f n (x0 , z0 , t)

, f 2 S (R3 ), n 2 Z+

= ↵n (@ti 1 f n 2 (x0 , z0 , t)( +
1 (f (x0 , z0 , t)))
{0},
↵n 2 R, z0 2 [0, L], x0 2 [0, a]}

(20)

With the definition of the family of energy operator ( +
k (.))k2Z from [23]. Here f is either the electric or
magnetic field. In [24], the energy subspace is at the basis of the multiplicity of the solutions (e.g., Theorem
2, [24]). If g is a general solution of some linear PDEs, then f n can be identified as a special form of the
solution (conditionally to its existence).
Now considering the wave equation, the electric field and magnetic field are solutions and belong to the
subspace N0 and associated with the variation of energy density @t w. Furthermore, we can consider the
solutions in N1 associated with the variation of energy density @t2 w, which can be explained with the
multiplicity of waves and solutions of the wave equation [24]. The solutions of interest in N1 are for the
electric field g = @t E and the magnetic field g = @t B.
Another way to see the contribution of the functions in N1 , is [24] with the Taylor Series development
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of the energy of (for example) the electric field on a nominated position in space r0 and in an increment of
time dt:
Z T
L(E(r0 , T )) =
(R(r0 , u))2 du < 1
0

L(E(r0 , T + dt)) = L(E(r0 , T )) +

1
X

@tk (E 2 (r0 , T ))

k=0

dL(E(r0 , T + dt)) =

1
X

@tk (E 2 (r0 , T ))

k=0

dL(E(r0 , T + dt)) = E 2 (r0 , T )dt +

1
X

(dt)k
<1
k!

(dt)k
k!
@tk

1

+,t
1 (E)(r0 , T )

k=1

dL(E(r0 , T + dt)) ' E 2 (r0 , T )dt +

dt
+,t
1 (E)(r0 , T )

2

2

+ @t

(dt)k+1
k + 1!
dt
+,t
1 (E)(r0 , T )

3

6
(21)

Finally one can write the relationship with the energy density following (19) and the previous Taylor series
development for the electric and magnetic field:
0.5 ✏0

dL(E(r0 , T + dt))
1 dL(B(r0 , T + dt))
+
= 0.5 ✏0 E 2 (r0 , T )
dt
µ0
dt
1
dt
dt2
+ B 2 (r0 , T )) + @t w
+ @t2 w
+ o(dt2 )
µ0
2
6

(22)

Therefore, taking into account the second order term of the energy density @t2 w means that additional
solutions of the type @t E and @t B should also be considered in the EM modeling. That is an application of
Theorem 2 and the multiplicity/duplication theory in [24].
ADDENDUM II: CONSEQUENCES IN TERMS OF EM THEORY
~ ~E) and (B,
~ ~B), contribution of the subspaces
To recall Appendix I, the EM field is now including (E,
1
~
~
N and N respectively. We call the total EM field Etot and Btot inside the copper plate (skin layer) with
associated permittivity ✏r and permeability µr . They are solutions of the Maxwell equations:
9
~ tot = ⇢tot ,
>
div E
>
✏r
>
=
~
~
~
curlEtot = @t Btot ,
~ tot = 0,
>
div B
>
>
~ B
~ tot = µr ✏r @t E
~ tot + µr~j, ;
curl
0

with the principle of charge conservation:

@t ⇢tot + div~j = 0

(23)

Now, the variation of energy density (19) together with the equation of charge conservation is formulated
such as:
dw
~ tot
+ div P~tot = ~j.E
dt
(24)
~
~
~ tot = E
~ + ~E, B
~ tot = B
~ + ~B and
P~tot = Etotµ⇥rBtot is the Poynting vector. Now, writing E
1
derivative in time (@t ) (i.e. solutions in N - see Addendum I), then following [14]

~ (B
~ + @~t E).~j = (E
~ + @~t E).[ 1 curl
~ + @~t B)
(E
µr

is the first

~ + @~t E)]
✏r @t (E
(25)
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~ E
~ ⇥ B)
~ = B.
~ curl
~
using the equalities div (E
2~
@t B the previous equation reduces to:

~ B
~ E
~ curl
~ and the Maxwell equation curl
~ =
E.

~ @~t E =
~ curl
@t B,

~
~
~ ~j + div ( E ⇥ B ) + @t w+
E.
µr
~
~
@t E ⇥ @t B
@~t E.~j + div (
) + @t2 w+
µr
~ ⇥B
~
~ ⇥ @t B
~
~ B
~
@t E
E
@ B.@
~ tE
~ =0
div (
) + div (
)+
+ ✏r @t E.@
µr
µr
µr
We can separate in three groups,
9
~ B
~
~
~j.E
>
@t w + div ( E⇥
>
µr ) =
=
~ B
~
~
~
@t E⇥
E⇥@
2
tB
@t w + div ( µr ) + div ( µr ) = ~j.@~t E
>
>
~
~
~
~
;
~ tE
~
div ( @t E⇥@t B ) = @t B.@t B ✏r @t E.@
µr

The Poynting vector is defined as P~ =

(26)

µr

~ B
~
E⇥
µr

and its derivative @t P~ =

~ B
~
@t E⇥
µr

~
~
E⇥@
tB
.
µr

Thus, the second
~
order term of the energy density is the contribution of the EM field generated by @t E and @~t B is:
9
~
>
@t w + div P~ = ~j.E
=
2
~
~
~
@t w + div (@t P ) = j.@t E
~
~
~
~
;
~ tE
~ >
div ( @t E⇥@t B ) = @t B.@t B ✏0 @t E.@
µr

+

µr

~ and @t B.
~
The last line is the contribution from only the fields @t E
~
~ means that some material properties
Finally, the creation of the wave defined by the EM field (@t E, @t B)
~
~
~
~
may allow to create two type of EM waves namely (E, B) and (@t E, @t B).
ADDENDUM III: DERIVATION OF THE WOODWARD EFFECT USING THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY DENSITY
Assumptions with the energy momentum relationship
When the Woodward e↵ect was established in [4], the authors implicitly assumed the rest mass of the
piezoelectric material via the famous Einstein’s relation in special relativity E = mc2 (E the rest energy
associated with the rest mass m) and its variation via electrostrictive e↵ect.
Here, the system is the frustum. The rest mass is all the particles within it at the time of the capacitor is
discharged. It excludes the photons considered with a null mass. Thus, the main assumption is that the EM
excitation on the end plates creates electric charges (i.e. electrons) which makes the rest mass varying with
time. This assumption is the same as the mass variation of a capacitor between the charge and discharge
times [25]. It allows us to state the variation of rest energy such as:
E = E(t + dt) E(t)
= (m(t + dt) m(t))c2
= mc2

(27)

Finally, the variation of rest energy E is assumed to be equal to the variation of EM energy density ( uEM )
resulting from the charges within the skin depth of the copper walls. We also cannot forget the electrostrictive
e↵ect ( uEl ) when inserting HDPE disk(s) inside the frustum, but we consider that uEM >> uEl .
Note that at the particle level, the rest mass should satisfy the energy momentum relationship for a free
body in special relativity [26]:
u2e = (pc)2 + (me c2 )2
ue
p=v 2
(28)
c
with p the momentum and me the rest mass of the particle associated with the total energy ue . The particle
is accelerated via the Lorentz force applied to the whole cavity with obviously v << c. Thus, we have also
the relationship p2 < (ue /c)2 .
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Woodward e↵ect
From [4], one can write the mass variation per unit of volume
m
V
1 ⇥1 2
dm =
@ m
4⇡G m t
dm =

⇤
1
(@t m)2
m2

(29)

⇤
1
(@t ⇢)2
2
⇢

(30)

If we define the mass density such as ⇢ = m/V , then
m
V
1 ⇥1 2
⇢=
@ ⇢
4⇡G ⇢ t
⇢=

Let us define the the rest energy E = ⇢c2 , then

⇤
1 ⇥ 1 2
1
@t E
(@t E)2
2
2
2
4⇡G ⇢c
(⇢c )
⇤
1 ⇥1 2
1
⇢=
@t E
(@t E)2
2
4⇡G E
(E)
⇢=

(31)

Now, with the assumption that the variation in time of the rest energy is equal to the variation of EM energy
density u
⇢=

1 ⇥1 2
@ u
4⇡G E t

⇤
1
(@t u)2
2
(E)

(32)

The EM energy density u follows the general definition of the sum of energy density from the electric (uE )
and magnetic (uB )fields [14].

FIG. 1: Drawing of the EM Drive cavity
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A

B

FIG. 2: Simulations of the EM field inside the frustum in TM010 mode: (A) magnetic field, (B) electric field
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C

D

E

F

FIG. 3: Estimation of surface currents (A,B) conical wall, (C,D) small end, (E,F) large end. Note that rho is the
x-axis (blue line), z-axis is the red line
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